PRESIDENT TRUMP & THE DEEP STATE
“HAMMER” COVER-UP

The fake Steele Dossier and FISA warrants were a desperate cover for something much more sinister – Nazi-style massive and illegal spying and surveillance for years by the Obama Administration on politicians, judges, and millions of Americans for blackmail and control. It was called OPERATION HAMMER. When the public learns about this, especially those who only follow the lame-stream media, they will be shocked by the corruption and criminality.

PRESIDENT TRUMP VS. THE DEEP STATE HAMMER

“The scope of the Obama, Brennan, Clapper deep state Hammer illegal surveillance system is staggering. The mockingbird mainstream media and the Democrats will do anything to prevent you from knowing about it because when you learn the truth you will demand the arrests of Barack Obama, John Brennan, James Clapper and Hillary Clinton.”

SPECIAL EDITION: PRESIDENT TRUMP & THE DEEP STATE
"HAMMER" COVER UP

“The spotlight of this Briefing by Dr. Dave Janda focuses on the COVER UP by the Deep State of their ILLEGAL surveillance of President Trump & MILLIONS of Americans.”